Adenovirus DNA replication: protein priming, jumping back and the role of the DNA binding protein DBP.
The adenovirus (Ad) genome is a linear double-stranded (ds) molecule containing about 36 kilobase pairs. At each end of the genome an approximately 100 base pair (bp) inverted terminal repeat (ITR) is found, the exact length depending on the serotype. To the 5'-end of each ITR, a 55-kDa terminal protein (TP) is covalently coupled. The Ad DNA replication system was one of the first replication systems that could be reconstituted in vitro (Challberg and Kelly 1979). The system requires three virally encoded proteins: precursor TP (pTP), DNA polymerase (Pol) and the DNA binding protein (DBP). In addition, three stimulating human cellular proteins have been identified. These are the transcription factors NFI (Nagata et al. 1982) and Oct-1 (Pruijn et al. 1986) and the type I topoisomerase NFII (Nagata et al. 1983). Ad DNA replication uses a protein primer for replication initiation. The transition from initiation to elongation is marked by a jumping back mechanism (King and van der Vliet 1994), followed by elongation. In order to elongate DBP is required. In this review we discuss the roles of DBP during initiation and elongation and we relate biochemical data on the jumping back mechanism used by Ad Pol to the recently solved crystal structure of a Pol alpha-like replication complex (Franklin et al. 2001). We comment on the conditions and possible functions of jumping back and propose a model to describe the jumping back mechanism.